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The most comprehensive manual on the subject of Executive Protection. Over the past few years, its author, Peter Consterdine has run EP
operations in such diverse geographies as Moscow, Beirut, Madrid, Kazakhstan, London, St. Petersburg, Algeria and the Far East. As the
definitive training manual, The Modern Bodyguard covers all you need to know about the work of bodyguarding and includes over 100
photographs and more than 70 illustrations covering the most up-to-date techniques. Peter adopts a ‘real world’ approach to how the many
drills and procedures should be applied in practice not just in theory. The subjects covered include: Personal Security, The CP Team,
Terrorist Tactics, Threat and Threat Assessment, Location Security, Travel Security, Vehicle Security and Searching, Embus/Debus
Procedures, Route Selection and Reconnaissance, Vehicle Escort Procedures, Anti-Ambush Drills, Walking Drills, Bomb Awareness and
Recognition, Weapon Selection and Handling, Emergency First Aid, Unarmed Combat and Fitness Training, Surveillance and Running the
Control Room
The contents of this book are drawn from my experiences in the close protection, security and investigations industry over the last 29 years
while working in UK, Western & Eastern Europe, South & West Africa, Middle East, US, Latin America and the Caribbean. What I am
providing here is the real-world perspective, not the classroom or perfect world perspective on skill sets that are usually neglected by the
mainstream security industry but are issues that can put you in jail, hospital or the morgue if not addressed properly. This book is relevant to
those in the close protection business as well as private investigators, journalists or those working in hostile environments. Orlando Wilson Risks Incorporated
Today's parents are constantly pressured to be perfect. But in striving to do everything right, we risk missing what children really need for
lifelong emotional security. Now the simple, powerful "Circle of Security" parenting strategies that Kent Hoffman, Glen Cooper, and Bert
Powell have taught thousands of families are available in self-help form for the first time.ÿ You will learn:ÿ *How to balance nurturing and
protectiveness with promoting your child's independence.ÿ *What emotional needs a toddler or older child may be expressing through difficult
behavior. *How your own upbringing affects your parenting style--and what you can do about it.ÿ Filled with vivid stories and unique practical
tools, this book puts the keys to healthy attachment within everyone's reach--self-understanding, flexibility, and the willingness to make and
learn from mistakes. Self-assessment checklists can be downloaded and printed for ease of use.
The Complete Guide to Understanding the Structure of Homeland Security Law New topics featuring leading authors cover topics on Security
Threats of Separatism, Secession and Rightwing Extremism; Aviation Industry’s 'Crew Resource Management' Principles'; and Ethics, Legal,
and Social Issues in Homeland Security Legal, and Social Issues in Homeland Security. In addition, the chapter devoted to the Trans-Pacific
Partnership is a description of economic statecraft, what we really gain from the TPP, and what we stand to lose. The Power of Pop Culture in
the Hands of ISIS describes how ISIS communicates and how pop culture is used expertly as a recruiting tool Text organized by subject with
the portions of all the laws related to that particular subject in one chapter, making it easier to reference a specific statute by topic Allows the
reader to recognize that homeland security involves many specialties and to view homeland security expansively and in the long-term
Includes many references as a resource for professionals in various fields including: military, government, first responders, lawyers, and
students Includes an Instructor Manual providing teaching suggestions, discussion questions, true/false questions, and essay questions along
with the answers to all of these
Private Security and the Law, Fifth Edition, is a singular resource that provides the most comprehensive analysis of practices in the security
industry with respect to law, regulation, licensure, and constitutional questions of case and statutory authority. The book begins with a
historical background of the security industry, laws and regulations that walks step-by-step through the analysis of the development of case
law over the years as it applies to situations commonly faced by security practitioners. It describes the legal requirements faced by security
firms and emphasizes the liability problems common to security operations, including negligence and tortious liability, civil actions frequently
litigated, and strategies to avoid legal actions that affect business efficiency. In addition, chapters examine the constitutional and due-process
dimensions of private security both domestically and internationally, including recent cases and trends that are likely to intensify in the future.
Updated coverage new to this edition includes developments in statutory authority, changes to state and federal processes of oversight and
licensure, and special analysis of public-private cooperative relationships in law enforcement. Key features include: Up to date case law
analysis provides cutting edge legal treatment of evolving standards Complicated material is presented in a straight-forward, readable style
perfect for the student or security professional Includes over 200 tables and figures that illustrate concepts and present critical comparative
data on statutes and regulations National scope provides crucial parameters to security practitioners throughout the U.S. Numerous case
studies, case readings, and case examples provide real-world examples of security law and litigation in practice Private Security and the Law,
Fifth Edition is an authoritative, scholarly treatise that serves as a valuable reference for professionals and an introduction for students in
security management and criminal justice programs regarding the legal and ethical standards that shape the industry.
A new action-packed adventure series for young fans of Alex Rider and Jason Bourne--with the first four books publishing simultaneously.
Binge read for summer! Teenage kickboxing champion Connor Reeves is determined to do his father, a former special forces soldier, proud.
Recruited into the ranks of a top-secret young bodyguard squad known as Guardian, Connor trains in surveillance, anti-ambush exercises,
hostage survival and unarmed combat. Whatever it takes to prepare him for the dangerous missions ahead. But nothing can prepare Connor
for his first assignment when the US president summons him to protect the First Daughter. For not even the Secret Service knows that a
terrorist sleeper cell has been activated in America. Its mission: to take the president’s daughter hostage. Combining pulse-pounding action,
diabolical enemies, and an insider's knowledge of the tricks of the trade, the BODYGUARD series is the perfect target for fans of Alex Rider,
James Bond, 24, and Jason Bourne. Praise for BODYGUARD “Breathtaking action . . . as real as it gets.”—Eoin Colfer, author of the
bestselling Artemis Fowl series "The training sequences are detailed and realistic, and Connor is relatable and likable. Featuring intense
action sequences and strong friendships, this series starter will appeal to reluctant readers and fans of the 'Alex Rider' books."—School Library
Journal on Recruit
In most schools you will probably see one, if not all of the following: Metal detectors to prevent handguns and other weapons from being
brought onto school property Students in standardized uniforms to prevent the appearance of gang affiliations Police officers patrolling the
property to deter violent activity as well as respond to incidents Such evolutions have forever changed how we view the safety of our
students. However, the phrase "school safety" goes beyond these issues of security put in place to protect students, faculty, and staff.
Environmental factors also play a role. The Comprehensive Handbook of School Safety expands the dialogue on school safety to
comprehensively address the spectrum of safety risks such as bullying, fire safety, playground and transportation safety, and more. Based on
research and practical experience, it helps school administrators develop appropriate programs that protect all individuals from harm. Author
E. Scott Dunlap brings his experience in OSHA and DOT compliance, behavior-based safety, and organizational safety culture to bear on the
issue of school safety. He presents school safety from a holistic perspective and details vulnerability assessment tools and incident
investigation forms to help schools develop a comprehensive safety program. By focusing on this range of issues, the book’s dynamic
perspective puts the keys to achieving an effective safety program within easy reach.
Conferences Proceedings of 20th European Conference on Cyber Warfare and Security
Practical Security Training is designed to help security departments develop effective security forces from the personnel screening and
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selection process to ensuring that proper ,cost-efficient training is conducted. Using the building block and progressive method approach
allows security staff to become increasingly more effective and more confident. Flexible and practicle, these tools allow security practitioners
to adapt them as needed in different environments. Considering hypothetical situations and case studies, performing drills and continually
evaluating performance, the security staff can be better prepared to deal with both routine and emergency situations. Advocates performance
related training similar to that in a military environment Describes performance-oriented drills Considers and analyzes hypothetical situations
Security expert Kenneth S. Trump outlines school security issues and provides nuts-and-bolts strategies for preventing violence and
preparing for crises. Includes author's companion website.
NEW 2019 EDITION SECURITY GUARD SCHOOLS WARNING: If you are a security guard school in search of training materials for your
school search for "SECURITY GUARD SCHOOL KIT", a complete security guard school toolkit that include lesson plan, examination,
certificates and the primary administrative forms to operate a security guard school. This Student manual includes the following curriculum:
Legal Issues and Liabilities First Aid Bomb & Fire Evacuation Disaster Preparedness Ethics & Professional Conduct Access Control Patrol
Techniques Observation Techniques Interview Techniques Fire Detection Crime & Accident Prevention Active Shooter Preparedness Crime
Scene Protection Terrorism: Attacks, Counterintelligence, Mail Screening, Recognition & Response Public Relation Report Writing Courtroom
Procedures Personal Security Interpersonal Communication Traffic Control Crowd Control Special Problems Controlled Substances DUI
OSHA Hazardous Materials BENICE Incident Response Workplace Violence Earn your PRIVATE SECURITY SPECIALIST CERTIFICATE
This manual will teach you what you need to successfully complete the Certified Private Security Specialist (CPSS) online examination.
School Deals We also sell (separately) a 40-hour automated class presentation and 40-hour online course. This curriculum is used by over
90 schools to train security professionals. All our books are shipped USPS Signature Required
Any professional actively engaged in the executive protection field, novice or veteran, whether in a team or as team leader, must train for, and
be able to pinpoint, even the most unexpected security concerns. The continuation of The Fine Art of Executive Protection - Handbook for the
Executive Protection Officer (2007), Advanced Skills in Executive Protection contains carefully selected and illustrated material for the
executive protection and security enforcement professional. All available training and study material, individual case studies, and real
scenarios, combined with professional experience, serve as the foundation for this specialist's manual. For the client, as a prospective
principal, it provides important details that will assure lifesaving protection. Comprehensive, detailed, and straightforward, Advanced Skills in
Executive Protection is the only book to offer an in-depth look into the operational aspects of executive protection. It guides the reader
through a diversity of advanced disciplines and skills and contains all the necessary ingredients for effective protection planning. Information
about every aspect of executive protection is not only an important part of the professional's ongoing training curriculum, but is also crucial for
the client who seeks this professional protection, to face not only today's protection needs, but also those of the future. See also The Fine Art
of Executive Protection: Handbook for the Executive Protection Officer and Understanding International Counter Terrorism: A Professional s
Guide to the Operational Art by A. Hunsicker.

Learn how to hack systems like black hat hackers and secure them like security experts Key Features Understand how computer
systems work and their vulnerabilities Exploit weaknesses and hack into machines to test their security Learn how to secure
systems from hackers Book Description This book starts with the basics of ethical hacking, how to practice hacking safely and
legally, and how to install and interact with Kali Linux and the Linux terminal. You will explore network hacking, where you will see
how to test the security of wired and wireless networks. You’ll also learn how to crack the password for any Wi-Fi network
(whether it uses WEP, WPA, or WPA2) and spy on the connected devices. Moving on, you will discover how to gain access to
remote computer systems using client-side and server-side attacks. You will also get the hang of post-exploitation techniques,
including remotely controlling and interacting with the systems that you compromised. Towards the end of the book, you will be
able to pick up web application hacking techniques. You'll see how to discover, exploit, and prevent a number of website
vulnerabilities, such as XSS and SQL injections. The attacks covered are practical techniques that work against real systems and
are purely for educational purposes. At the end of each section, you will learn how to detect, prevent, and secure systems from
these attacks. What you will learn Understand ethical hacking and the different fields and types of hackers Set up a penetration
testing lab to practice safe and legal hacking Explore Linux basics, commands, and how to interact with the terminal Access
password-protected networks and spy on connected clients Use server and client-side attacks to hack and control remote
computers Control a hacked system remotely and use it to hack other systems Discover, exploit, and prevent a number of web
application vulnerabilities such as XSS and SQL injections Who this book is for Learning Ethical Hacking from Scratch is for
anyone interested in learning how to hack and test the security of systems like professional hackers and security experts.
"This ... manual was developed to meet the most stringent standard. It represents over 24-60 hours of study materials. It also
includes a legal section that discusses uniform requirements, levels of crime from simple assault to trespassing to felonies, to the
use of deadly force ... [T]his manual is used every day in over 20 state-licensed training centers to train pupils around the
US"--Page 4 of cover.
Unwarranted events occur no matter how safe we make our schools. Our job, as stewards of students, is to learn from past events
and to train, prepare, and better equip ourselves for future threats.How Administrators and School Security Officers respond to
events that occur on their campuses are often a deciding factor in the successful resolution of the events themselves. The more
trained an individual, the better they are prepared to handle situations that can happen on a school campus. The School Safety
and Security Training Manual combines the knowledge of many professionals involved in the area of school safety and security,
including school administrators, police, and school security training professionals into one ready-made-guide.
School Security: How to Build and Strengthen a School Safety Program, Second Edition emphasizes a proactive rather than
reactive approach to school security. Readers are introduced to basic loss prevention and safety concepts, including how to
communicate safety information to students and staff, how to raise security awareness, and how to prepare for emergencies. The
book discusses how to positively influence student behavior, lead staff training programs, and write sound security policies. This
book isn't just for security professionals and will help educators and school administrators without formal security training
effectively address school risk. As school safety challenges continue to evolve with new daily stories surrounding security lapses,
lock-downs, or violent acts taking place, this thoroughly revised edition will help explain how to make educational institutions a
safer place to learn. Includes new tabletop exercises for managing emergencies Contains coverage of the new risks commonly
facing schools today, from access control to social media Presents updated School Security Resources Serves as a
comprehensive guide for building an effective security program at little or no cost Covers fundamental crime prevention concepts
Takes a holistic approach to school security rather than focusing on a particular threat or event
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 14th IFIP WG 11.8 World Conference on Information Security Education,
WISE 14, held virtually in June 2021. The 8 papers presented together with a special chapter showcasing the history of WISE and
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two workshop papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 19 submissions. The papers are organized in the following topical
sections: a roadmap for building resilience; innovation in curricula; teaching methods and tools; and end-user security.
The International Foundation for Protection Officers (IFPO) has for many years provided materials to support its certification
programs. The current edition of this book is being used as the core text for the Security Supervision and Management
Training/Certified in Security Supervision and Management (CSSM) Program at IFPO. The CSSM was designed in 1988 to meet
the needs of the security supervisor or senior protection officer. The book has enjoyed tremendous acceptance and success in the
past, and the changes in this third edition, vetted by IFPO, make it still more current and relevant. Updates include 14 new
chapters, 3 completely revised chapters, "Student Performance Objectives" in each chapter, and added information on related
resources (both print and online). * Completion of the Security Supervision and Management Program is the initial step toward the
Certified in Security Supervision and Management (CSSM) designation * Over 40 experienced security professionals contribute
chapters in their area of specialty * Revised throughout, and completely updated with 14 new chapters on topics such as
Leadership, Homeland Security, Strategic Planning and Management, Budget Planning, Career Planning, and much more. *
Quizzes at the end of each chapter allow for self testing or enhanced classroom work

The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular monthly magazine addresses the needs of
martial artists of all levels by providing them with information about every style of self-defense in the world - including
techniques and strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books and videos
including many about the works of Bruce Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
Students who are beginning studies in technology need a strong foundation in the basics before moving on to more
advanced technology courses and certification programs. The Microsoft Technology Associate (MTA) is a new and
innovative certification track designed to provide a pathway for future success in technology courses and careers. The
MTA program curriculum helps instructors teach and validate fundamental technology concepts and provides students
with a foundation for their careers as well as the confidence they need to succeed in advanced studies. Through the use
of MOAC MTA titles you can help ensure your students future success in and out of the classroom. Vital fundamentals of
security are included such as understanding security layers, authentication, authorization, and accounting. They will also
become familair with security policies, network security and protecting the Server and Client.
A book about self protection from someone who's protected clients for over twenty years in hostile environments. Instead
of assuming the fight has already begun the book focuses primarily on awareness and avoidance strategies of the
professional bodyguard
School security is one of the most pressing public concerns today. Yet in most schools, there is little security expertise or
detailed knowledge about how to implement and manage a security program. The Handbook for School Safety and
Security rectifies this problem by providing the salient information school administrators and security professionals need
to address the most important security issues schools face. Made up of contributions from leading experts in school
security, The Handbook for School Safety and Security provides a wealth of practical information for securing any K-12
school. It discusses key approaches and best practices for school crime prevention, including such topics as crisis
management and mass notification. It also covers the physical measure needed for protecting a school, including
detailed discussions of access control, lighting, alarms, and locks. While there is no single fix for the myriad of security
challenges facing today’s school security professionals, the best practices found in The Handbook for School Safety and
Security will help increase the safety and security of any school. Brings together the collective experience of industryleading subject matter specialists into one resource. Covers all the key areas needed for developing and implementing a
school security program. Includes a list of 100 things to know when developing a school security program.
School SecurityHow to Build and Strengthen a School Safety ProgramButterworth-Heinemann
Effective and practical security officer training is the single most important element in establishing a professional security
program. The Effective Security Officer's Training Manual, Second Edition helps readers improve services, reduce
turnover, and minimize liability by further educating security officers. Self-paced material is presented in a creative and
innovative style Glossaries, summaries, questions, and practical exercises accompany each chapter
CompTIA Security+ Study Guide (Exam SY0-601)
Exposing common myths and misconceptions about school violence and security threats, this book discusses the changing nature
of school security and how to safely take action to deal with it.
America is a target; the homeland is under threat. While Americans have been targets of terrorist attacks for quite some time,
September 11, 2001, awoke the nation to the reality that we are vulnerable in our homes, our places of work and worship, and our
means of public transportation. And yet, we must continue to function as best we can as the world's most vibrant economic and
political community. The current threat environment requires greater engagement with the public, as the necessary eyes and ears
of the nation's homeland security infrastructure. However, to be effective, the public must be equipped with the knowledge of
where and why specific locations and activities may be a terrorist target, what is being done to protect those targets, and how they
can help. This three-volume set answers that need. The chapters of each volume of Homeland Security revolve around a core of
central questions. Are we safer today than we were pre-9/11? What steps have been taken in all these areas to protect ourselves?
What are the threats we face, and what new threats have developed since 9/11? Are we staying one step ahead of those who
wish to do us harm? In 2002, more than 400 million people, 122 million cars, 11 million trucks, 2.4 million freight cars, and 8 million
containers entered the United States. Nearly 60,000 vessels entered the United States at its 301 ports of entry. Clearly the amount
of activity this represents will require a long-term commitment to innovation, organizational learning, and public vigilance to
complement an already overstretched network of government agencies and security professionals.
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